
Sequence of Returns Risk can most easily be 

demonstrated with a simple example comparing two 

individual’s investment portfolios.  The only difference 

is that these individuals will experience investment 

returns in an inverse order.  Let’s first assume both 

individuals have $1 million when they reach age 65 but 

neither needs to take any income from their investment 

accounts and they simply let the money grow over 

time.

In this example both investors end up with the same 

portfolio value because they experience the same 

average annual return and no distributions were taken 

from either account.  The Sequence of Returns was 

irrelevant in this situation.

The risk associated with the order of investment 

returns over time is known as Sequence of Returns 

Risk.  The danger comes when investors are taking 

distributions or regular withdrawals from an account 

while simultaneously experiencing a negative sequence 

or returns during the early stages of the distribution 

phase of investing.  This risk is primarily associated 

with retirees that are beginning to live off the income 

and capital of their investments.
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As you can see in the chart, Individual 

B will run out of money at the age of 

83 due to the fact that they 

experienced a negative sequence of 

returns at the beginning of their 

distribution cycle.  Meanwhile, 

Individual A took the same distribution 

amounts but began in a market 

environment that recorded several 

consecutive years of positive returns; 

resulting in a significantly different 

outcome.

It is important to consider and manage such risks, especially in retirement.  Developing a personalized financial plan 

that addresses your individual situation by utilizing appropriate investment strategies and product diversification can 

help mitigate exposure to certain risks and aid you in reaching your financial goals.

If you would like to schedule a meeting to discuss financial planning please contact
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Next let’s look at the same example; 

however, this time, we’re going to 

assume that both individuals are going 

to require an income of $50,000 a year 

which will need to be taken from their 

investment accounts.  Both individuals 

will have the same beginning value of 

$1 million and again experience the 

same returns but in inverse order of 

each other.


